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Bright lights, bites
of Barcelona beckon
Vibrant city will dazzle your senses
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GAUDI ARCHITECTURE

We came for the architecture and got more than we
bargained for.
During our tour the famous
pianist Jean-Efflam Bavouzet
arrived — he was performing
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TIME
TO
GET
AWAY

If you’ve only scheduled a
few days in Barcelona, here’s a
few tips to the “can’t miss”
sights without getting frazzled. Before leaving home we
booked two walking tours
with Tours by Locals, which
got us “back stage passes,”
avoiding long lineups and
securing seats at busy tapas
bars.

THE PALAU DE LA MÚSICA
CATALANA
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JANE MUNDY

The architect Antoni Gaudi
is everywhere. From the Dr.
Suess-like Casa Milà to the
s p e c t a c u l a r l a n d s cap e d
ParcGuell to the breathtaking
church Sagrada Familia,
which still isn’t finished. You
can easily spend a day visiting
these three unconventional
and utterly unique creations.
Casa Mila is a stone apartment block on Passeig de Gracia (you can walk there from
Playa Catulunya) and has a
rooftop that looks like it
belongs in the Star Wars universe. Parc Guell, one of the
largest architectural works in
south Europe, is equally
strange and whimsical. This
wonderland park is situated
on the hill of El Carmel with a
fantastic view of the city. But
the Sagrada Familia is Gaudi’s
calling card and regarded as
his masterpiece.
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The famous pianist Jean-Efflam Bavouzet at The Palau de la Música Catalana.

that night — and began
rehearsing onstag e (w e
thought he was playing just
for us).
Designed in the “Catalan
modernista style” the concert
hall’s walls and skylight of
stained glass dazzle and
accentuate the surrounding
sculptures and tiled pillars.
Now a UNESCO heritage site,
admission is only by guided
tour, or of course tickets to a
concert. Concerts are held
here daily.

LAS RAMBLAS
Barcelona is very pedestrian-friendly and strolling Las
Ramblas, with stops at outdoor cafes, is an activity in
itself. This tree-lined boulevard is bursting with street
performers and kiosks selling
food, flowers and souvenirs.
The day we were there, groups
of “hens” with the bride-to-be
and bachelors looked like
they’d been up all night were
still partying. Besides peo-
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ple-watching there’s a street
mosaic by Joan Miro and the
baroque Palace of the Virreina.
Do veer off either side of La
Rampla, down one of many
alleyways that may lead to a
gorgeous courtyard lined with
palm trees and posh restaurants.
Another may lead to a
bohemian hangout with
funky street art and exotic
aromas perfuming the air. It’s
fun to get lost — but only dur-
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ing the day.
At night, Las Ramplas
dances to a different beat.
While you can “ramblejant’’,
(meaning the manner in
which you walk down La
Ramplas, eg., strut, saunter,
dawdle, stroll, scurry or crawl)
from “café to cabaret” — the
selection of bars is endless —
our hotel concierge suggested
we stay on the main drag.
Apparently there are a few
unpleasant, if not dangerous
skid rows.

At one end of Las Ramblas
is La Boqueria, a huge food
market. Even if you aren’t
buying, it’s worth a visit to
gawk at the technicolour displays of fresh produce, fish,
giant legs of jamon Iberico
and spices.
Sidle up to a tapas bar (if
you’re lucky enough, grab a
seat at El Quim) and settle in
for a taste sensation. Try a little patas bravas, a few pintxos
(skewers) and their famous
huevos roto — eggs cooked
with foie gras. Just as amazing
is the eggs with squid. And the
staff entertain.
Bar Pinotxo is equally as
busy, and its signature dish is
chickpeas with morcilla, or
blood sausage.
Our “Tours By Locals”
tapas guide Francisco gave us
a few guidelines. “Some
dishes aren’t for the faint of
heart. And some Americans
have a disconnect — they
freak out when they see a
head with eyes,” he said.
“Don’t cut anchovy. Twirl on
your fork and shove it in
whole.” Anchovy here is
cleaned by hand so it’s not as
salty.

MAJESTIC HOTEL
We checked into this gorgeous 100-year-old neoclassical hotel just a few blocks
from Playa de Catalunya.
Sometimes you just want to
relax and eat without leaving
the building after a long flight,
and the Majestic is the perfect
place to unwind.
It’s worth visiting Barcelona
for the food alone, and Gaudi
is like the icing on the cake.
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